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1
1.1

1.2

1.3

4

Introduction
This Design and Access Statement has
been prepared by Nash Partnership
on behalf of IM Group (Ensleigh) Ltd
and accompanies the outline planning
permission sought for the erection of up
to 95 residential units (Use Class C3), a
210 place primary school (Use Class D1)
associated infrastructure and open space.
Approval of access, with all other matters
reserved. To the land to the rear of MOD
Ensleigh.
The purpose of this document is to
demonstrate that the principles around
which this scheme has been designed
have drawn from our understanding of the
site, its location, its likely population and
lessons learnt from mature housing areas
elsewhere in Bath.
In designing the master plan, we have
studied some of Bath’s established housing
areas to understand what has contributed
to their character and popularity. We
have taken note of best practice urban
design, to consider how to deal with car
parking, refuse, recycling, and landscape.
We have also taken note of the strength
of character that recent developments on
Granville Road have shown and sought to
understand the local character of Lansdown
and Charlcombe. The sense of isolation
of the site justifies creating a distinctive
character that draws its inspiration from
the openness and views of the countryside
around. The exposure of the site, situated
on top of Lansdown plateau, restricts the
scale and height of the development. In
turn the landscaping plays a key role in
providing containment and shelter on the
edges of the development. In responding
to the context parameters the layout limits
the potential density. We believe that 30
dwellings per hectare is appropriate for this
site. Car parking expectations will reflect
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the location of the site and the convenient
access the motorway from this location.
1.4

In the following pages of this document
we will have conveyed how these
considerations have influenced the choice
of our design principles and how the quality
and character of the Public Realm will be
created.

1.5

This Design and Access Statement should
be read in conjunction with a number of
accompanying technical documents which
include:
 Planning Application forms and plans;
 Design and Access Statement;
 Environmental Statement covering
Heritage, Landscape and Ecology
 Planning Statement including
-- Economic Statement;
-- Education Assessment;
 Affordable Housing Statement:
 Transport Assessment and Travel Plan;
 Flood Risk Assessment (drainage plan);
 Arboricultural Assessment;
 Lighting Strategy;
 Services Report;
 Statement of Community Involvement;
 Archaeological Assessment; and
 Ground Investigation Report.
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2

Context
Physical Context

01

The site is situated northwards; beyond
the former MoD Ensleigh North site that
borders Lansdown Road and Granville
Road. At present the site is used as a
playing field by the Royal High School.
Access to the site is currently provided
along a track that branches off the Granville
Road/Colliers Lane junction.

Kingswood playing fields
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In terms of designations the site is located
outside the Cotswold Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty and Green Belt, however
both border the site on its northern
periphery.
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The site is located, in the Lansdown area of
Bath that extends northwards from the city
centre, up Lansdown Hill to a plateau. The
city centre is approximately 3km away.
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Social & Economic
Context
2.4

2.5

8

The application site is allocated under
policy B3C (Extension to MoD Ensleigh)
of the adopted B&NES Core Strategy.
The site is identified as a strategic site,
pertinently to delivering the Council’s
required five year supply of housing land.
This policy seeks the delivery of around
120 dwellings, in addition to consideration
of green infrastructure, ecology, landscape
character and heritage impact as part of
a comprehensive site solution with MoD
Ensleigh. There is a policy requirement,
shared between Core Strategy policy B3C
and the MoD Ensleigh Concept Statement
to provide a primary school, within the
master planned site. Financial contributions
and land for the school have been provided
through neighbouring developments
including Ensleigh South, Ensleigh North
and Hope House.

Landscape Context
2.6

The landscape surrounding the city of Bath
is defined as the plateaux of Lansdown,
Bathampton Down, Claverton Down, Odd
Down, and Combe Down. This site is
located on the high ground of Lansdown
plateau, which is defined by its topography
and tree covered edges. Development is
not typically visible from locations with the
valley or hill slopes.

2.7

The prominent woodland and vegetation as
well as development along Granville Road
on the brow of Lansdown Hill, provide a
clear marker in locating an approximate
locality of the site when viewed from
locations in the east and/or south.

2.8

Elevated above the city, the site is located
on the Lansdown plateau. Land surrounding
the site falls away in three directions. It
slopes down to the north by Soper’s Wood
and Charlcombe Wood; to the east beyond
the residential development along Granville
Road; and to the south beyond the walls of
Lansdown cemetery. The Land to the west
of the site is gently undulating.

2.9

The landscaping on the higher slopes of
the plateau is defined by a transition from
the residential urban edge, with tree lined
streets that continue onto the top, to a
wider natural, recreation and agricultural
landscape.

2.10

The fields in the immediate setting of the
site are now predominately in recreational
use, divided by historic lines of trees,
stone walls and hedgerows with grazing
land set beyond. Although the definition of
the historic land use has been altered by
the development of recreational facilities.
Historic maps show that the alignment of
the boundaries has largely remained the
same since the late 1900s.

A detailed assessment of planning policy is
provided within the accompanying planning
statement.
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2.11

Within the Site existing tree lined
boundaries are protected by a Tree
Preservation Order. These have extensive
root protection areas and provide existing
flight and foraging corridors for Bats, where
dark conditions need to be maintained
(albeit outside the boundary of the
Bradford-upon-Avon SAC). A strip of trees
and grassland on the western boundary
of the application site is located within a
local Site of Nature Conservation Interest
(SNCI).
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Heritage Context
2.12

The Chill lies within the designated World
Heritage Site of the City of Bath. One of
the three key criteria of the city’s inscription
as a World Heritage Site is the recognition
of Bath as an ‘architectural and landscape
ensemble, representing significant stages
in human history’.

2.13

Contextually the site occupies a prominent
position on the Lansdown plateau, with a
historical landscape setting and distinct
road patterns and green lanes. Dating
back to 1547 the nearby Soper’s Wood
and Charlcombe Wood, limits views to
the site from across the valley. The site’s
own mature tree boundary is a margin to
an earlier travel route that continued on
from Charlcombe Lane, as seen in Thomas
Thorpe’s 1742 map.

2.14

2.15

12

Within the immediate context of Lansdown
plateau there are several listed buildings;
including Beckford’s Tower and Mortuary
Chapel, Lansdown Cemetery, Ensleigh
House and the Church of All Saints,
Woolley. The majority of listed buildings
are naturally obscured from the site by the
surrounding topography, landscaping and
built form.
Grade I Beckford’s Tower is of high
heritage value, in relation to the site not
least because of its proximity but its height
and susceptibility of visual impact to and
from the tower within its surrounding
context, as well as further afield. It was
designed as a study retreat that allowed
William Beckford to have uninterrupted
views from the tower to the countryside.
The origins of this tower as a private
indulgence, do not suggest that it was to be
viewed from the surrounding countryside.
Instead the designed views from the tower
were to focus towards Weston and the city
of Bath.
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Figure 2.1: Thomas Thorpe 1742

Figure 2.2: Ordnance Survey Maps 1880s

Figure 2.3: Ordnance Survey Maps 1960s
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3

Evaluation
Constraints

3.1

Policy
Policy B3C - Extension to Ensleigh MOD
in the Core Strategy sets out planning
requirements relating to the application
site. Item (a) includes reference to
provision of a ‘residential led mixed use
development of around 120 dwellings.’

3.2

Designations
The application site is located within the
Bath World Heritage Site, is alongside
the Cotswold Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB) to the north
and within the local setting is the Bath
Conservation Area and Lansdown
plateau.

3.3

Rural Edge Location
Soper’s Wood Ancient Woodland, the
Lansdown Road approach to the city,
sport fields and areas of more rural
character and tranquillity are located to
the north and west.

3.4

Listed Buildings
Listed buildings in the vicinity including
Beckford’s Tower (Grade I), the
Lansdown Cemetery Gates and
Ensleigh House (Grade II).

3.5

Adjacent Residential Development
The immediate context of the consented
Ensleigh North and Ensleigh South
developments;

3.6

Views
Distant and near views towards the site
from the Lansdown Road approach to
the city to the west and south.
Distant and near views from public
footpaths within the Cotswold Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty.

14
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Distant and middle distance views from
the city looking out to the Lansdown
Skyline.
Distant views from surrounding
recognised vantage points looking back
towards the city.
Near views from Beckford’s Tower,
the Lansdown Cemetery and Ensleigh
House.

Near views from Granville Road and
Colliers Lane.
3.7

Footpaths
There is a public right of way running
across the northern edge of the site
heading towards the Kingswood School
playing fields.
The surrounding public rights of way
connect the site back towards to the

Figure 3.1: Beckford’s Tower from the Cemetery

Figure 3.2: Ensleigh House, Granville Road
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villages of Langridge, Weston and
Charlcombe.
3.8

Levels
The topography within the site is
generally flat however the ground to the
east and the north slopes steeply away.

3.9

3.11

3.12

Access
Access to the site is currently provided
along a track that branches off the
Granville Road/Colliers Lane junction.

Ecology
Boundary habitats are comprised
of mature trees, along with dense
scrub and a dry stone wall which are
considered to be of higher ecological
value, providing opportunities for
invertebrates, nesting birds, common
reptiles and bats. The mature tree lined

Light
The location of the site on the periphery
of the city, means that any potential
development will make the site
susceptible to light pollution and spill
into the surrounding countryside.

Trees
The existing mature tree boundary
comprises key specimen trees, that
have been identified and incorporated in
the layout.

3.10

boundaries are identified as important
features for foraging / commuting bats,
in particular the northern boundary with
both Horseshoes bat species recorded.

3.13

Height
Located at the edge of Ensleigh, the site
adjoins areas of two and three storey
housing within former MOD Ensleigh

Key
Existing Footpath
Bat Flight Path
Tree Root Protection Area
Potential Access
Existing Access
Key Views
View Cones
Existing Trees
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North. The topography of the Site is
generally rising to the west.

3.14

The Bath Building Height Strategy Sept
2010 recommends the height parameters
which are considered appropriate for
this part of the city in the context of the
World Heritage Site Universal Values and
identifies the local considerations that
could have a bearing on further increase
in building height. An extract from the
executive summary states the following for
the ‘plateau area’ in which the Ensleigh site
is located:
• ’Building shoulder height of 2 storeys’;
• ‘One additional setback storey
generally acceptable’;

3.18

Existing boundary vegetation
There is an opportunity to retain existing
TPO trees which are bat flight corridors
and provide some enclosure to the site.

3.19

Grassland habitat
Enhancement of grassland habitat
along the northern, eastern and western
edges of the site. This can have the
added benefit of being used as a green
way which provides informal pedestrian
access and giving a positive setting for a
new residential environment.

3.20

Views
Opportunity to conserve positive views
to and from Beckford’s Tower by the
sensitive positioning of green space and
built form.

• ‘One additional storey could be
acceptable where it aids legibility, for
example local centres, creates better
enclosure or provides regeneration
benefits and does not intrude into views
onto the plateaux by exceeding the
height of the tree cover.’

Opportunities
3.15

Connections
There is the potential to connect into the
established footpath and public right of
way to the north that connect back to the
City Centre, Weston and Lambridge.

3.16

Land use and green space
Retain part of the site, as school playing
fields.
Incorporate green space within and
around the existing landscaping
infrastructure.

3.17

Boundary treatments
Repair damage to existing rubble stone
boundary wall up to 1.5m in height.
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4

Proposals
Indicative Layout

4.1

The proposal is for up to 95 dwellings in a
range of different sizes and tenures that
will sit comfortably amongst the wider
residential neighbourhood. As well as 210
pupil primary school to support the local
community and residential development in
and around Lansdown.

4.2

Strong frontages respond to an extension
of the residential grid that follows the
same orientation as that of the former
MoD Ensleigh. In addition strong frontages
overlook the public open space to the north
and east boundaries of the site.

4.3

Key buildings are located at the heart of
the development around the primary school
entrance and along the green spine to the
east into the site to ease navigation in and
around the site. These buildings along with
the strong frontages along main access
routes define primary street typology within
the street hierarchy. Secondary streets
within the site will encourage low vehicle
speeds and allow them to function as social
spaces.

4.4

The existing mature tree boundary will be
retained.

School design and
position indicative

N

Indicative layout

22
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Density & Scale
4.5

The topography of the site and its
relationship with the existing residential
community has informed the proposed
density and scale of the development.

4.6

The topography within the site is generally
flat, with a slight gradient falling away
towards the east. The surrounding connect
is similarly flat, the brow of Lansdown Hill
being on the eastern periphery of Granville
Road.

4.7

The existing dwellings surrounding the site
vary from one to three storeys. With the
exception of Beckford’s Tower, situated
on the other side of Lansdown Road. It is
approximately 36.57m high.

4.8

In response to the surrounding context
the majority of the development will be 2
storeys. With the exception of 3 storeys

focussed around the Primary school
entrance to create a heart and along the
eastern boundary on the lower part of the
site creating a strong frontage to the green
space on this edge.
4.9

In response to the density of the proposed
development at Ensleigh and the
surrounding context the proposed density
will approximately 30dph.

4.10

Lower density development along the rural
edge provides a transition to the adjacent
sports fields, countryside and the Cotswold
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

KEY
Open Space

1

Lower Density development on the
rural edge

2

Mixed Density core of development
predominently 2 storey
2-3 Storey development

N

1
2

Heart of development around primary
school
Taller buildings included as frontage
to green spine
Trees
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Indicative layout within the
context of Ensleigh
Open land retained as a transition to the adjacent sports fields,
countryside and the Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty. Whilst the school design and position are indicative, the
siting of the school building and its playing fields retain a view of
playfields within the Chill from Beckford’s Tower.
Retention of tree belts, dark bat flight corridors and habitats
connecting surrounding tree belts, including the Soper’s Wood
(Ancient Woodland).
Conservation and enhancement of, boundary walls and
boundary treatments including planting of some evergreen
trees to improve shelter.
Retention of grassland with any loss to built development
compensated for by new greenways and measures to
enhance existing grassland.
The School is located along the
western edge of the site. Access to
the school is clear and a positive
experience; routes along the main
tree lined roads are broken by
open space, alternative routes are
established through connections
into the green link that stems from
Lansdown Road towards the public
right of way that runs along the north
of the Chill.
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Focal buildings provide a gateway to the
School entrance. The orientation and height
of the proposed dwellings in this location
will aid navigation around both the Chill and
Ensleigh North.

Avenue tree planting defines access route off Lansdown
Road, as main access route to and from both the Chill and the
proposed Primary School.
Integrating both the Chill and Ensleigh North is achieved
by connecting into the infrastructure established at Ensleigh
North, in terms of both pedestrian and vehicular routes,
particularly along desire lines towards community facilities
such as the shop, school, open space and the public right of
way network along Lansdown plateau.

24
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No Vehicular link through
this shared route

Development along the Northern boundary is set
back from the existing drystone wall and treeline
adjacent to the trackway depicted on Thomas
Thorpe’s 1742 map.
Key buildings frame areas of open space as a
positive statement and entrance into the Chill.
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A movement hierarchy has been established
whereby the main routes service the school and
surrounding dwellings. Shared routes towards
the periphery of the development increases the
permeability around the site, pedestrians routes
continue through the open space towards public
right of way network. The streets have been
designed to encourage low vehicle speeds and
allow them to function as social spaces.

ville

Roa

d

The temporary vehicular access via Granville
Road will provide access to the school and for
construction purposes. Following the completion
of the internal access loop road within the Chill,
and main route through Ensleigh North toward
Lansdown Road, the temporary route will function
as cycle route in perpetuity.
On street parking is integrated into the public
realm strategy with tree planting between groups
of parking spaces where possible. Terraced streets
with on street parking are likely to be situated
alongside detached dwellings with off street parking
recessed between buildings.

Existing trees on the Chill site connect into the
green link established across Ensleigh North,
providing a ecological and pedestrian connection
from the north down towards Lansdown Road.
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Use, Access and
Movement
4.11

One vehicular access point connects from
the former MoD Ensleigh to the site. This
access point provides access to a loop road
within the residential layout that will allow
for vehicles to enter and exit the site, via
the main vehicular route extending from
the junction off Lansdown Road. As the
school is due to be implemented prior to
the construction of the road leading from
Lansdown Road to the site. A temporary
access route will be provided off Granville
Road. This temporary vehicular route is
an extension of roads within Phase 1 of
Ensleigh North. The temporary vehicular
access will provide access to the school
and for construction purposes. Following
the completion of the access route

including loop road to and from Lansdown
Road, the temporary route will function as
cycle route. As a cycle route, the access
will have bollards at junctions with vehicular
routes to prevent miss use.
4.12

Internal roads including the loop road,
follows in the same orientation as that of
the former MoD Ensleigh; with the sensitive
north-west development designated for an
education use (primary school).

4.13

The streets have been designed to
encourage low vehicle speeds and allow
them to function as social spaces.

4.14

Pedestrian routes similarly extend on from
community routes within the former MoD
Ensleigh. Pedestrian permeability connects
into a key landscape route from Lansdown
Road, through the former MoD Ensleigh
that extends along the Eastern boundary of

Indicative layout

Key
Main Route from Lansdown
Road
Loop Road (Indicative
Position)
Temporary Route/Cycle Route
from Granville Road
Pedestrain Routes
Public Open Space
Residential
Education

N
Existing Trees
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the site towards the public right of way that
runs outside the site boundary in a northwest to south-east direction.
4.15

4.16

Development is set away from the site
boundary in order to preserve the existing
mature trees. It is proposed that public
open space in this location will further
the trees preservation and increase
connectivity towards the rural footpath
network.
The site has good links to public transport
and is located adjacent to well served bus
routes and the Park and Ride.

Visual Structure
4.17

Part of the approach to address visual
sensitivities includes avoiding development
that will be above the surrounding tree
cover in views from the surrounding
countryside and from key city approaches.

4.18

Careful building distribution and height
variation, alongside the retention of
mature boundary trees and new tree
planting helps contain potential views to
built development. Proposed tree planting
strengthens the existing vegetated
boundaries and as it matures will provide
further visual integration of the proposals
in views from local public rights of
way, Lansdown Road and from distant
viewpoints within the World Heritage Site.

Bat Flight Path
Tree Root Protection
Area
Main Vista expands
across the site
Beckford’s Tower
Viewing Point

N

Beckford’s Tower
View Cone
Existing Trees
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4.19

In addition, the layout and scale of
development seeks to address views from
Beckford’s Tower through the retention of
green space in the north west corner of the
Site which forms a component within some
views from upper storeys of Beckford’s
Tower.

4.20

Beckford’s Tower has visible presence
amongst the landscape setting of the
Lansdown plateau. Its tall structure and
belvedere top sit above the mature tree
setting of Lansdown Cemetery. Beckford’s
Tower is visible from with the site, as well
as beyond its boundaries.

4.21

The retention of the mature trees that edge
the site, are incorporated into the wider
visual landscape strategy. Encouraging the
movement of pedestrians towards an area
of open space where there is a strong view
of the Beckford’s Tower.

4.22

Orientating or designing the layout around
views to Beckford’s Tower would limit the
potential amount of development that could
be achieved between streets positioned
towards the tower. Therefore the visual
parameters have informed the scale of
the development, as it is mainly the north
western corner of the site that is visible
from Beckford’s Tower.

4.23

Glimpses and views interrupted by
landscape can be obtained from the public
right of way beyond the northern boundary
to the site. By setting development away
from the site boundary, it will aid the
preservation of these glimpses.

4.24

The Landscape & Visual Impact
Assessment assessment should be read
in conjunction with this Design and Access
Statement.
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Ecology & Landscape
4.25

The over-arching scheme design directly
responds to the key landscape, heritage,
ecological and visual considerations as
set out below. The design proposals
have incorporated a number of mitigating
features to respond to landscape and visual
context whilst working within existing site
parameters.

4.26

The existing mature trees will be retained
and protected as they provide significant
character and setting for the site. They
have an important visual presence in
the surrounding neighbourhood and
countryside, The conservation of existing
trees also safeguards the ecology that
depends upon them

4.27

The layout has been designed to
accommodate a buffer around the tree
lined boundaries, in order to preserve the
existing mature trees, their root protection
areas as well as protecting the bat flight
path that closely follows the tree canopies.

Key
Bat Flight Path
Tree Root Protection Area
Existing Trees
Compensation SNCI
Retainted SNCI

N

SNCI
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Green Infrastructure Strategy

Enhanced habitat connectivity with:
Well-integrated green space
comprising:

Open land retained as a transition to the
adjacent sports fields, countryside and the
Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty



Retention of tree belts, dark bat flight
corridors and habitats connecting
surrounding tree belts, including the
Soper’s Wood (Ancient Woodland)



Conservation and enhancement
of, boundary walls and boundary
treatments including planting of
some evergreen trees to improve
shelter.
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Links to the surrounding
countryside public rights of
way network

Enhanced grassland management
on the site edges.



New tree planting (including street
trees).



Hedge planting on property
frontages.
Sustainable Urban
Drainage Systems
(SUDS), including:

1

Retention of grassland
with any loss to built
development compensated
for by new greenways and
measures to enhance
existing grassland.
Retained view to
and from Beckford’s
Tower

Natural green space and
greenways linking with
MOD Ensleigh North





Pervious paving



Soakaways

School design and
position indicative

2

r

Measures to address visual sensitivities:


Avoiding development which projects above surrounding
tree cover, in views from the surrounding countryside and
from key city approaches;



Carefully planned building distribution and height variation
in association with retained mature boundary trees;



New tree planting, including some evergreen forestscale trees, included to strengthen existing vegetated

New cycle and pedestrian links through the site
connecting to the existing network including:


Toward Bath city centre, Weston and Larkhall



To bus stops



To parks, play areas and local amenity at MOD Ensleigh
North



To and from the new primary school

boundaries;


A dark grey roof scape and varied rooflines to aid visual
integration.
Existing mature beech tree, 17m high

Existing mature beech tree, 15m high

240.0

Mixed native hedgerow

Indicative 3 storey unit

Indicative 2 storey unit
Front garden
Front garden
Wall to front gardens
Calcareous grassland

Existing dry stone rubble wall.

1

GL 229.1 AOD

+FFL 229.45

GL
229.15

WL 229.99
GL 229.11

Indicative Section through northern boundary of site and
country lane
Section/Elevation K - K' Section through Northern Boundary of Site and Country Lane
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230.0

GL 228.46 AOD

GL 228.71 AOD

+FFL 228.70

4.8m

2m

Section/Elevation F - F' Section through Eastern Boundary of Site

2
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PRELIMINARY

230.0

Proposed
no-dig
footpath

PROW north of site

Mown verge

Property within consented
Ensleigh North development

Calcareous grassland
Mown verge

Indicative Section through eastern boundary of site

PRELIMINARY

240.0

Public Realm

4.31

4.28

The Chill site public realm is distinctive at
a strategic level in that it follows a straight
and angular grid pattern which is the
distinctive pattern for routes found on the
Cotswolds High Wolds plateau.

4.29

Continuation of central axial green way
route from Ensleigh North provides
pedestrians and cyclists with a key link to
the central open space at Ensleigh North, a
bus stop and shop.

4.30

The network of overlooked permeable
routes and spaces provide connections to
adjoining public footpaths and natural green
space as well as other key destinations for
travel and useful facilities in the locality.

Existing precedent for estate railings to

The site is relatively gently sloping and this
assists in the delivery of inclusive access.
Clear public and private space definition
along streets would be achieved by the
incorporation of a palette of locally distinct
boundary treatments.

Tree lined verge

Calcareous grass verge

Stone aggregate kerbs conservation

Pennant Grey block pavers eg. Tegula

Macadam road surface and footways

Footpaths - Buff coloured macadam

Stone aggregate kerbs

Pennant stone flags

field boundaries
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Appearance

34

4.32

The final appearance of the scheme will
be determined at the reserved matters
stage. It is envisaged that the appearance
and materials will be context responsive
and would categorise precedents into a
hierarchy to develop a strategy for the site
that creates a sense of place by being
distinctive and identifiable in terms of
navigation around the site, and sensitive to
both the historical and landscape context.

4.33

The design of the proposal will respond
to local context and specific character of
this area of Bath. Precedents of existing
buildings on Granville Road, Lansdown
Road, Colliers Lane, Charlcombe Village
and former MOD Ensleigh North and South
sites will provide inspiration for the built
form and materials strategy.

4.34

The local surroundings has examples of
gables which break the roof line, these are
common features of the local vernacular.
Bespoke corner houses have been
designed to create focal points at key
locations around the site. Projecting eaves
and shallow pitched slate roofs create an
architectural language that is appropriate in
Bath.

4.35

Building heights will keep within sensitive
limits that reflect the scale of residential
buildings around the site and are consistent
with recommendations in the Bath Building
Height Study.

4.36

A hierarchy of building types and materials
will be developed to complement the street
hierarchy and create a range of character
areas around the site.

4.37

The proposed housing on the adjacent MoD
Ensleigh site will provide precedents for this
development. This has taken clues from
the traditional building forms and materials
used in the local area and those used on
more recent development by Charlcombe
Homes.
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Figure 4.1: Rubble Stone Dwelling, Lansdown Road

Figure 4.2: Ashlar Stone Dwelling, Granville Road

Figure 4.3: Render and Stone Dwelling,
Granville Road

Figure 4.4: Render and Rubble Stone Dwelling,
Granville Road
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4.38

This outline application is not prescriptive
about the dwelling design. The adjacent
perspectives explore the illustrative views
and street scenes.
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Illustrative perspective of
Ensleigh North scheme
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nv
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Illustrative perspective view showing open space to east of the Chill

Indicative aerial perspective

Illustrative perspective view internal street
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Beckford’s Tower

Illustrative perspective view internal street towards Lansdown Road access

School design and
position indicative only

Illustrative perspective view showing open space to north of the Chill

Illustrative perspective view showing housing at the entrance of the Chill Site from Ensleigh North, Granville Road cycle path entrance
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Materials

38

4.39

An appropriate palette of materials will be
drawn upon from surrounding development.
Existing and recently constructed dwellings
on Lansdown plateau have rubble stone
and rendered façades.

4.40

Using rubble stone to define key features
and focal points across the site is a
common feature in the local area and
therefore likely to inform the design. Rubble
stone is generally used on projecting
gables or to define bays. Similarly it has
been used to link the dwellings with a stone
garden wall which wrapped around the
buildings at ground floor level. Buildings
of greater importance e.g. on key corners
or important frontages typically have an
increased use of stone that continues up to
the first or second floor level.

4.41

Render is typically used alongside rubble
stone in the local area; in a palette of soft
‘off-white’ colours. By using a palette of
colours, it adds depth and variety to the
façades. Development on Ensleigh MOD
North site created an architectural language
within the form and materials. Through the
use of common eaves details and window
sizes; painted grey to reduce the contrast
adjacent the stone and add shadow.
Garage doors are similarly painted a grey
colour to tie all timber detailing together.

4.42

Boundary treatments have been designed
in line with the street hierarchy and strategy
of pedestrian movement across the site.
Precedents come from the dry stone walls
along Lansdown Road, rural hedges and
estate railings in the countryside beyond
the site.
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Sustainability
4.43

are considered to be of higher ecological
value. The proposals seek to retain and
enhance these features by allocating a
green corridor along the north east and
west boundaries. This corridor will provide
grassland habitat (including areas to offset
for loss of SNCI to the west), additional tree
planting and will be kept dark to protect bat
flight paths. In accordance with national
and local planning policy the development
proposals seek to further enhance the
ecological value of the Site for a number of
protected species (inc. bats, breeding birds,
butterflies, reptiles) through:

The sustainability of the proposal has been
considered against the following:
 Use of Land
 Open Space Provision and Impact Upon
Habitats and Vegetation
 Built & Natural Environment
 Materials
 Pollution and Contamination
 Provision of Recycling facilities
 Access and Transport

 planting of native berry and seed
producing tree and shrub species,

 Community
4.44

4.45

4.46

The site is located on the outskirts of the
town centre. The proposed scheme on the
adjacent MoD Ensleigh included community
facilities and local centres such as shop,
open space with play equipment and extra
care facility. This proposal benefits the local
community by providing a primary school
The landscape proposals include formal
open space within the primary school site
and natural green space within peripheral
green ways. A local area for play is
incorporated into the green way along
the eastern boundary of the Site. The
incorporation of peripheral green ways
reinforces the existing green infrastructure
on the plateau and connects with and
extends that proposed within the Ensleigh
North MOD development. Opportunities
for food growing are provided in some
allotment areas located alongside the
western green way and close to the central
higher density heart of the development
and primary school.
The site is dominated by amenity
grassland which is considered to be of low
conservation value, while the mature trees,
dense scrub and a dry stone wall provide
habitat along the boundaries of the site and

 retention of dry stone walls,
 creation of species-rich grassland,
 provision of bird boxes, and
 provision of invertebrate boxes/bug
hotels
4.47

A green corridor has been integrated into
the scheme along the north, east and
west boundaries of the Site to provide
ecological and recreational benefits. This
green corridor aims to protect bat flight
paths, provide grassland habitat and a give
a green pedestrian route linking to wider
public rights of way. Habitats on site are
further strengthened and protected through
retaining and reinforcing existing tree lines,
retention of dry stone walls and through
new street tree planting.

4.48

In terms of natural environment, the
vegetation on boundaries of the site
adjacent to open countryside is being
preserved and extended, enhancing
connectivity with the existing hedge
and tree networks in the surrounding
countryside. Access to surrounding natural
green space is provided by conserving
the existing surrounding footpath network

Outline Application Design and Access Statement
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and making new connections through the
proposed development. Positive views in
and out to the surrounding countryside
are maintained through building setbacks
and/or the treatment of boundaries and
restrictions on building heights on the site
periphery. In addition, potential light spill
and sky glow is being avoided through
the implementation of lighting design best
practice.
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4.49

In terms of materiality, the proposal
responds to the local character and
ensures long life. The design has been
based upon stone which is a natural
durable and maintenance free material.
Render has also been used the colour has
been specified to retain its appearance. All
materials specified have a good lifetime.

4.50

In terms of pollution and contamination,
the site lies outside of the Bath Air Quality
Management Area. Water demand will
increase compared with the historic playing
field use on the site. Water demand will be
managed through the use of water efficient
fittings and appliances and the provision of
rainwater water butts for external use e.g.
gardening and car washing.

4.51

Recycling facilities are to be provided. The
locations of bins and recycling facilities
have been considered. B&NES require the
bins be stored within the boundary of the
property and the storage space should bear
relation to the size of the property.

4.52

In terms of access and transport, the site is
located at the top of Lansdown Hill where it
is well served by public transport. Cycling
is encouraged around the site and cycle
storage is provided. It is not envisaged
that many cyclists will cycle up Lansdown
Hill so dedicated cycle lanes have not been
provided. The proposed layout connects
to existing public rights of way around the
site. Public access to open spaces, wildlife
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areas and countryside around the site is
provided. Normal B&NES parking standards
have been used in a mixture of on street, in
curtilage and garage arrangements.
4.53

We have consulted with local people, Bath
Preservation Trust and Councillors in the
development of the proposals.

5

Consultation
Meeting Place Communications, on behalf
of behalf of IM Group (Ensleigh) Ltd, carried
out a programme of public consultation and
stakeholder engagement.

5.1

5.2

A website and Twitter feed was launched,
providing frequent project updates, a
source of information for those unable
to come along to the public consultation
events and providing an opportunity to
submit feedback online.

5.3

This was followed by two public
consultation events; that were held on the
evening of Friday 6th February and during
the daytime of Saturday 7th February. One
at a venue close to the site and one in the
centre of Bath, providing the opportunity

The Chill

Introduction

Ensleigh, Bath

Welcome to our
‘Consultation Cafe’ event
This exhibition has been organised to illustrate the
emerging development proposals for land to the rear of
MOD Ensleigh, known locally as The Chill.

Where is the site?
The site is located in the Lansdown area of Bath,
approximately 3km from the city centre up Lansdown Hill.

Soper’s Woodland and
Charlcombe Woodland



The site has been earmarked in the Bath and North
East Somerset Core Strategy, which allocates where
development should take place, for a ‘residential-led
mixed-use development of around 120 dwellings’.



The site is located within the Bath World Heritage
Site, is alongside the Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) to the north and within
the local setting is the Bath Conservation Area and
Lansdown plateau.



Soper’s Wood Ancient Woodland, the Lansdown
Road approach to the city, sport elds and areas
of more rural character are located to the north and
west.



Listed buildings in the vicinity include Beckford’s
Tower (Grade 1), the Lansdown Cemetery Gates
and Ensleigh House (Grade II).



Planning applications have been approved for new
homes on MOD Ensleigh north (west of Granville
Road) and MOD Ensleigh south (east of Granville
Road).



Sensitive landscape features of the site are outlined
within the landscape section.

5.4

Representatives from IM Group (Ensleigh)
Ltd and the consultant design team were in
attendance to gather information from the
residents who came along and to answer
any questions regarding the proposal.
Those who attended were asked to provide
comments on the proposals to assist in the
final iteration of the proposed scheme.

5.5

The exhibition boards were also made
available online on the project’s website
http://www.ensleighhomes.co.uk/ ; a copy
of the consultation boards shown to the
public is shown on the following pages.

What is the site’s context?

The Chill
Ensleigh, Bath

How does the proposal
respond to local
landscape context?
The site’s location on the Lansdown plateau on the
edge of Bath has inuenced the proposals for the Chill.
The masterplan proposal is designed to respond to:

Kingswood
Playing Fields



The surrounding landscape pattern and features
including the existing eld framework, drystone wall
boundaries and the longer grass margins alongside
these walls;



Existing tree lined boundaries, protected by a Tree
Preservation Order, which provide existing ight and
foraging corridors for Bats, where dark conditions
need to be maintained (albeit outside the boundary
of the Bradford-upon-Avon Special Areas of
Conservation (SAC);



A strip of trees and grassland on the western
boundary of the site which is located within a local
Site of Nature Conservation Interest (SNCI).



The character and visual amenity of Cotswold Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty and its setting;



The character of the Lansdown Road approach
to Bath, specically open panoramic views and
visibility between redeveloped former military sites;



Setting of the listed Ensleigh House; development
should avoid adverse effects and propose
enhancements where possible.

The Chill
Ensleigh
South
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The site borders the MOD Ensleigh land, which will
soon be redeveloped, and is currently used a playeld
by the Royal High School. Access to the site is
currently provided along a track that branches off the
Granville Road/Colliers Lane junction.

What are the relevant
considerations for
development of this site?

for members of the general public to come
along, see the plans and ask

Beckford’s Tower
La

ns

Ensleigh
North
do

w
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Ro

Ensleigh House

ad

View of the site from Public Right of Way near to Sir
Bevil Grenville’s Monument

View of the site from Upper Swainswick

View of Beckford’s Tower from Public Right of Way

View of the site from Bathampton Down

How does the proposal
consider local heritage
assets?
The proposal is designed to respond positively to:


Mature trees that dened the green lane route that
extended along Colliers Lane from Lambridge, which
now terminates at Ensleigh, but originally continued
westward to join Lansdown Road opposite the two
Lansdown Barrows.



Impact on local heritage assets, including;
Lansdown Cemetery with its listed tombs, Beckford’s
Tower and Ensleigh House (though there is no
specic information relating to the archaeology of
the site).



Impact on medium distance views to and from
Beckford’s Tower and, to a lesser extent, Ensleigh
House.

N

Winter View of the site from Beckford’s Tower
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What are the constraints
to development?

The Chill
Ensleigh, Bath

The Chill

What is proposed?

Ensleigh, Bath

Key

What is the ecological
value of the site?

New homes

Tree Root
Protection Area
Main Vista expands
acro
ross the site

The primary visual sensitivities include views from:



Lansdown Road approach to the city, including
those from near the Beville Grenville monument and
Lansdown battleeld;



Local heritage assets including oblique and channelled views to and from Beckford’s Tower;



Upper Swainswick, Bathampton Down and Little
Solsbury Hill which are interrupted by dense mature
tree belts including Soper’s Wood;



The consented MOD Ensleigh north development
through tree lines and channelled along roads and
green ways;



The Lansdown Cemetery gates, which will be limited
to the western tree lined boundary of the site by consented buildings and tree belts on the western edge
of the Ensleigh North site;



Ensleigh House to the east, which will be obscured
by new buildings and proposed trees within the consented Ensleigh North development.

Lansdown Road
Secondary Route from
Granville Road
Pedestrian Routes

Beckford’s T
Tower
Viewing Po
Point
Beck
ckfo
ford’s Tower
View
ew Cone
e
Existing Trees
Ex

School design
and position still
to be determined

In accordance with current policy the proposed
development will deliver 40% affordable housing. The
affordable housing is “tenure blind” to ensure they are
not distinguishable from the market homes in terms
of materials and design. The affordable homes will
meet Homes & Community Agency Minimum Design
& Quality Standards 2007, will be Lifetime Home
compliant and will achieve Code for Sustainable
Homes Level 3 to reduce carbon footprint.

New 210-place primary
school
The proposal also includes a 210 pupil primary
school to support the local community and residential
development in and around Lansdown.
Locating the school site within the northern corner
of the Chill will help to minimise the light spill, onto
the existing linking bat corridor along the tree line.
Retaining this corner of the site reduces the impact
upon views to and from Beckford’s Tower.

Diagrammatic ecology and views constraints plan

Community open space

Land use and access diagram

N

Possible school
locations

The open space is situated along the north, eastern
and western boundaries. This allows the open space
and landscape to connect to the wider context of
Ensleigh North and Lansdown. This open space
preserves the existing mature trees and their root
protection areas, as well as protecting the bat ight
path that closely follows the tree canopies.

How does the proposal
respond to the scale of
surrounding buildings?

School design
and position still
to be determined

Vehicle access
Three vehicular access points connect the MOD
Ensleigh north development to the site; with the main
route extending from the junction off Lansdown Road
and secondary routes extending from junctions off
Granville Road.

The site is generally at, with a slight gradient falling
away towards the east. The surrounding area is
similarly at, the brow of Lansdown Hill being on the
eastern periphery of Granville Road.
The existing houses surrounding the site vary in
height from one to three storeys, with the exception
of Beckford’s Tower, situated on the other side of
Lansdown Road.

Limited
Up to 2 Storeys

The majority of the proposed development will be 2
storeys, with the exception of 3 storeys around the
gateways into the site to ease navigation.

To G

ranv

ille Ro
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The three vehicular access routes follow the same
orientation as the; with the sensitive north-west
designated for an education use (primary school).
Pedestrian routes similarly extend on from those within
the MOD Ensleigh north development.

2-3 Storeys
oad

Local properties, including ltered views from public
footpaths to the west and north and from the rear
of Rockeld House on the edge of the Cotswolds
AONB;

Main Route from

Existing Trees

Lans

dow

nR

Local public rights of way;

Education

Potential 3 Storeys

Affordable housing

What are the visual
sensitivities of the site?


Residential

Existing Trees

N

Bat Flight Path



Public Open Space

The proposal is for up to 120 new homes in a range
of different sizes and tenures that will sit comfortably
amongst the wider neighbourhood. The mix of housing
types and tenure will provide a range of house sizes
and choice for tenants and purchasers. In doing so,
the scheme will contribute towards the creation of a
mixed, balanced and inclusive community.

The site is dominated by grassland which is
considered to be of low value. The boundary habitats
are comprised of mature trees, along with dense
scrub and a dry stone wall which are considered to
be of higher ecological value, providing opportunities
for invertebrates, nesting birds, common reptiles and
bats. The boundary habitats are identied as important
features for foraging / commuting bats, in particular the
northern boundary where the presence of Horseshoe
bats has been recorded.

To

Diagrammatic storey height constraints plan

The Chill

What are the design principles?

Lansdo

Indicative housing layout

Ensleigh, Bath

wn Road

Beckford’s Tower
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Illustrative perspective of
Ensleigh North scheme
Illustrative perspective view internal street

School design and position
indicative only subject to
discussions with Bath and North
East Somerset Council

Illustrative perspective view showing open space to east of the Chill
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Illustrative perspective view showing housing at the entrance of the Chill Site from Ensleigh
North, Lansdown Road Entrance

Indicative aerial perspective
Illustrative perspective view showing housing at the entrance of the Chill Site from Ensleigh
North, Granville Road Entrance

Illustrative perspective view showing open space to north of the Chill

In Charlcombe, houses edge one side of lane and green verge
the other
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Local precedent

Materials

Public spaces

Characteristics of local buildings have been
considered in the design of the master plan and
proposed new homes. The rural characteristics
of Granville Road, Colliers Lane and Charlcombe
have inuenced the layout as well as more urban
areas such as Lansdown Road.

The building materials on the site reect those
used in neighbouring buildings. The materials
will be a combination of natural rubble stone, a
soft colour pallet of renders and slate or shallowpitched metal roofs. Dry stone walls will form
boundaries to Granville Road and Lansdown
Road. Within the development simple estate
railing with hedges behind will enclose front
gardens and dene the edges of the public
open space.

The site’s public realm design continues and
integrates with the pattern of streets and spaces
within the consented development at MOD
Ensleigh North.

Gabled buildings appear along Lansdown Road
and these are proposed along the edges of the
site. Buildings along Colliers Lane are often
built right up the boundary and integrated into
the garden wall which we are proposing on
some corners.
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On Granville Road rubble stone and render are combined with
shallow pitched metal roofs

On Lansdown Road, stone garden wall wraps around key frontages

A road from north to south provides the
principle vehicular access throughout the site,
while peripheral greenways provide a range of
accessible routes for pedestrians and cyclists.
A local area for play is provided within the
greenway. Formal open space is also provided
within the primary school site in the form of a
multi-use pitch and grass pitches which will be
accessible to the public.

Consultation on the
Primary School
5.6

In response to policy requirements, within
both the Core Strategy policy B3C and the
MoD Ensleigh Concept Statement for the
provision of a primary school; consultation
with B&NES considered the constraints and
opportunities of the school and its location
within the Chill. Following the appointment
of Architects for the school, regular design
meeting have taken place. Meetings have
focused on the importance of a sensitive
and creative site layout and design. Both
the residential development and school
designs should complement each other.
It is envisaged that the appearance and
materials will be context responsive and
categorising precedents into a hierarchy to
develop a strategy for both the residential
development and school. That creates a
sense of place by being distinctive and
identifiable in terms of navigation around
the site, as well as sensitive to both the
historical and landscape context.

Indicative perspective view toward School Entrance

Indicative perspective view toward School Entrance

Indicative aerial perspective
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Conclusions from
the consultation
5.7

Through the consultation process the
proposals for the site has undergone a
number of iterations.

5.8

The comments received from the Local
Authority Planning Consultant reiterated
the importance of delivering the school with
enhanced connection through the scheme.

5.9

Comments from the public consultation
centred predominately around the existing
transport and local facility concerns within
the area.

5.10

In relation to the scheme presented at the
public consultation the issues raised were
as follows:
 Concerns on increased construction and
commuter traffic to Granville Road and
nearby narrow lanes.
 Support for the retention of Landscape
infrastructure and TPOs that are
required by local ecology in particular
bats as well as defining local views to
Beckford’s Tower.
 Support for the provision of housing on
the Chill, particularly if there was scope
to accommodate housing that is both
affordable and suitable to retirement.
 Support for primary school proposed on
the Chill site. Support would be greatly
increased, if local residents could utilise
school facilities outside school operating
hours as a community hall and/or the
sports pitches for local sports clubs.
 Concern about the impact of
development within the area, on local
ecology including bats, badgers and
hedgehogs.
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 Support for enhancing the planted
boundaries that will provide containment
and shelter the development from
neighbouring residents.
 Concern over the visual impact of
the development including proposed
building heights on vistas to and from
Beckford’s Tower. As well as potential
lighting from the development that may
illuminate Lansdown plateau.

6

Conclusions
Building for Life

6.1

6.2

6.3

This Design and Access Statement
illustrates how the master plan has been
developed following an assessment of the
site constraints and surrounding area. It
also demonstrates how the design has
evolved following comments form the local
community and officers at Bath and North
East Somerset Council.
The statement demonstrates that the
proposal will deliver a high quality
residential area that will integrate with the
surrounding built environment and deliver
a range of housing including affordable
homes. The landscape and public realm
strategy will significantly enhance the
quality of this neighbourhood and it
respects the character of the surrounding
area.
The quality of the scheme has been tested
against Built for Life Criteria:
1. The scheme integrates into its
surroundings by reinforcing existing
connections and creating new ones;
whilst also respecting surrounding
context and land uses along the
boundaries of the development site.
2. The development is close to
community facilities, such as shops,
schools, workplaces, parks, play areas,
pubs. The provision of a primary school
on the site will further support the local
community
3. The site has good access to public
transport to reduce car dependency.
Additional pedestrian linkages
are created across the site to aid
permeability, by connecting into the rural
footpath network.

5. The scheme creates a place with a
locally inspired and distinctive character.
6. The scheme takes advantage of
existing trees, incorporating their needs
by setting back development away
beyond ecological constraints such as
root protection areas and bat flights
paths.
7. Buildings are designed and positioned
with landscaping to define and enhance
the frontage streets. Spaces and
buildings are designed to turn street
corners with façades appropriately
elevated on both sides.
8. The scheme is designed to make
it easy to find your way around with
different dwelling typologies creating
character areas and three storey
dwellings creating gateways into the
site.
9. The primary streets, secondary roads
and lanes are designed in a way that
encourage low vehicle speeds and allow
them to function as social spaces.
10. Resident parking is sufficient and
well integrated into the layout. Similarly
school parking and drop off areas are
sufficient and well integrated into the
layout. Residential Visitor parking is
accommodated on the street.
11. Public and private space is clearly
defined and designed to be attractive,
well managed and safe.
12. Adequate external storage for bins
and recycling as well as vehicles and
cycles is provided.

4. The development provides a mixture
of housing types and tenures to suit
local requirements.
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6.4

This proposal for up to 95 dwellings, which
comprises a range of different sizes and
tenures would sit comfortably amongst
the wider residential neighbourhood. This
scheme also includes a 210 pupil primary
school to support the local community and
residential development in and around
Lansdown.

6.5

The exposure of the site, situated on top
of Lansdown plateau, restricts the scale
and height of the development. In turn both
the existing and proposed landscaping
plays a key role in providing containment
and sheltering of the development. In
responding to the context parameters the
layout limits the potential density.

6.6

Other design parameters such as potential
vehicular access points connecting with
the former MoD Ensleigh to the site have
informed the gridded layout. Along with the
surrounding context the design parameters
are also informed by vistas to and from
Beckford’s Tower; public right of way to
the northern boundary of the site and the
ecology that depends upon the existing
mature trees.
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